
Golf House Residences
BUILDING:

Surry Hils
LOCATION:

Multi-storey residential.
CATEGORY:

Peter Israel of PTI Architecture 
and Collette Dinnigan.

DEVELOPER:

PROJECT DETAILS

GOLF HOUSE

CONTACT INFO

mail@nationalfm.com.au

1300 820 330

56-58 Dickson Avenue Artarmon 
NSW 2064

FEATURES

For decades, the site was home to Golf House, a Sydney institution with its neon sign becoming a cultural landmark piece now forming part of a 

collection at Sydney’s Powerhouse Museum. With such historic significance, this heritage site breathes a past life into the new walls of this 

building with the name Golf House paying homage to its heritage.

The vision was to create a building with character and industrial materials such as copper and timber that speak to the history of the area.  

Intricate copper detailing features throughout the building’s façade and creates a bold statement within the vibrant inner city suburb of Surry 

Hills. This, combined with the practicality and modern layout of a new apartment makes for a welcoming home rich with Surry Hills charm.

Located in the heart of Surry Hills, the Golf House residences offer one, two and three bedroom residences thoughtfully designed by renowned 

PTI Architecture, in collaboration with Collette Dinnigan.

National FM is the facilities management company chosen to maintain the highest of standards for this outstanding development.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Review all service providers and tender contracts that are 
not providing value for Owners

Set up all preventative maintenance onto our Building 
Management Software system

Ensure Capital works fund is accurate and maintain assets 
as per plans

Assist with government grants and review all sustainability 
initiatives

Review budgets and carry out rectification plans identified in 
reports

Provide Operational Manuals to ensure standard operating 
procedures exist for the Management Team

Ongoing proactive and efficient management of all areas 
and facilities

Reviewing of by-laws, shared facility schedules and Strata 
Management Statement

Assisting with budget preparation and seeking tenders for 
services

Assist with Pre and Post Settlement Defects, rectification 
and all move-ins

Ongoing proactive and efficient management of all areas 
and facilities

Inspect all Assets and provide condition / dilapidation report

OTHER PROJECTS


